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H I G H L I G H T S
! Experimental characterization of particle suspension in orbital shakers.
! New correlation predicting critical agitation conditions for complete particle suspension.
! Larger orbital diameters promote smaller power dissipations at complete particle suspension.
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a b s t r a c t
Orbital shaken bioreactors are widely used at the laboratory scale for the culture of animal cells in
suspension mode. In the case of adherent-dependent cell lines, the choice of agitation conditions at
which all particles are just-suspended (or attain complete suspension) has often to be determined.
Indeed, with orbital shaken bioreactors, this choice results from the combination of two parameters: the
orbital diameter and the agitation rate. That is why, a new experimental protocol for the determination
of critical agitation conditions for microcarrier complete suspension has been developed in this paper.
It consisted in a side-view visualization of blue-stained particles in shaken Erlenmeyer flasks and
cylindrical flasks. 220 experiments representative of animal cell culture conditions have been carried out
to study the effect of various operating conditions (bioreactor size and geometry, particle type, density
and diameter, liquid viscosity, shaking diameter, filling ratio). Furthermore, a dimensional analysis has
been performed, leading to a correlation relating a Froude number (in which the critical agitation Nc for
complete particle suspension is embedded) to four other dimensionless numbers. Then, the critical
agitation conditions determined in this paper were analyzed and discussed with respect to the data
available in the literature on the flow structure occurring inside the flask. Our findings revealed that high
orbital shaking diameters and large cylindrical vessels should be promoted to get microcarriers into
suspension at a minimized power dissipation per unit of volume.
1. Introduction
Adherent-dependent cell culture on microcarriers in mixed
bioreactors finds many applications in the pharmaceutical indus-
try for the production of vaccines. Other applications are now
found in tissue engineering and in cell therapy, particularly for the
expansion of mesenchymal stem cells (Ferrari et al., 2012). In
adherent-dependent cell cultures, a particular attention has to be
paid to bioreactor agitation. A too low agitation condition may lead
to microcarrier settling and to the occurrence of some gradients of
pH, O2 or nutrient concentrations whereas a too vigorous mixing
would lead to cell or microcarrier damage. In microcarrier cul-
tures, hydromechanical damage arises from particle–particle colli-
sions, impeller–microcarrier interactions and/or liquid turbulence
and, especially, from turbulent eddies whose characteristic dimen-
sion is similar to microcarrier size (Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988).
Microcarrier suspension in bioreactors is generally looked for in
order to avoid particle–particle contact points, and thus to
increase the available adherence area for the cells and to enhance
mass transfer between cells and their environment.
Hence, to define a suitable mixing strategy as well as for scale-
up purposes, the critical agitation rate for particle complete
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suspension Nc (also called the just-suspended agitation rate) has to
be considered and quantified: Nc refers to the minimum agitation
conditions at which all particles attain complete suspension
(Zwietering, 1958). The definition of the critical agitation rate for
particle complete suspension relies on usual concepts in solid–
liquid mixing tanks. While at low agitation rates, all particles
remain settled at the bottom of the vessel, an increase of N induces
the motion of a fraction of particles (partial suspension). A further
increase of N reduces the number of particles settled till Nc for
which no particles remain deposited more than one or two
seconds approximately (complete suspension). For higher agita-
tion rates, gradients of particle concentration are reduced towards
full homogeneity (homogeneous suspension). Particle suspension
is the result of complex phenomena involving turbulent eddies,
forces acting on particles (drag, buoyancy, gravity), wall–particle
and particle–particle interactions.
In the case of mechanically stirred bioreactors with a central
impeller rotating around a vertical axis, the critical agitation rate
Nc is generally predicted using the well-known Zwietering
equation (Zwietering, 1958) as a function of impeller diameter D,
liquid physico-chemical properties (kinematic viscosity νL and
density ρL), particle diameter dp, density ρp and mass concentra-
tion of particles X:
Nc ¼ S # ν
0:1
L #
g ρp$ρL
! "
ρL
" #0:45
# X0:13 # d0:2p # D
$0:85 ð1Þ
The value of the constant S is related to the geometry of the vessel
and impeller. However, Ibrahim and Nienow (2004) have shown
that, in the case of microcarrier suspension, the relation (1) may
provide a 50% overestimation of Nc, probably due to the low
density difference between liquid and microcarriers. Collignon
et al. (2010) got further insight into microcarrier suspension by
analyzing the liquid flow structure using Particle Image Veloci-
metry (PIV) measurements in a mechanically stirred vessel.
Indeed, they compared the flow induced by seven designs of
impellers, chosen among usual designs in animal cell culture
processes and especially measured the power dissipation at the
critical impeller agitation rate for microcarrier complete suspen-
sion. With this approach, the authors identified the TTP Mixels
and the Ear Elephant as two impeller designs minimizing the
hydromechanical stresses encountered when complete suspension
was reached. Furthermore, these authors showed that, for all
impellers, the liquid velocity fields were globally similar at the
critical agitation rate for particle complete suspension. Bioreactors
agitated by an axial rotation of the impeller remain the most used
systems for adherent-dependent cell cultures, especially because
detailed knowledge can be found on their global characteristics
(mixing time, hydromechanical stress, oxygen-liquid mass trans-
fer), thus allowing a good scalability. Nevertheless, a major issue
may arise from the use of air or oxygen sparging to ensure a
sufficient amount of dissolved oxygen for cell respiration as it may
lead to undesired foam or cell damage due to bubble burst at the
gas-liquid free surface (Nienow, 2006).
Besides these usual culture systems, flasks shaken by an orbital
motion have been revisited these last years for microbial and cell
culture. Indeed, Büchs (2001) has estimated that more than 90% of
all culture experiments in biotechnology are performed in shaken
bioreactors. More recently, disposable bioreactors for animal cell
culture in suspension mode, consisting in a cylindrical vessel
shaken by an orbital motion, were shown as valuable systems in
terms of mixing efficiency and oxygen transfer up to a scale of
1000 L (Stettler et al., 2007; Tissot et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009).
An additional advantage of this mode of culture is the lack of
damaging bubble bursts. Despite these new developments, sur-
prisingly, concerning animal cell cultures on microcarriers, no data
or correlation providing the critical agitation rate for complete
suspension of microcarriers or, more generally of any kind of
particles, are reported in the literature for shaken bioreactors.
In mechanically stirred vessels, the classic procedure to inves-
tigate liquid–solid suspensions consists in observing the vessel
bottom. Although it has been intensively studied in the literature,
the definition of particle suspension in these systems is still
discussed (Zlokarnik, 2001). In shaken flasks, no standard protocol
exists until now. As the shaking table is placed under the flask, the
visualization of flask bottom would have required a modified
shaking table, which would have been more complicated to
handle. Therefore, the present study was devoted to investigate
the microcarrier suspension in shaken flasks and, especially, to
determine the critical agitation conditions (resulting from com-
bined effects between agitation rate and orbital diameter) for
microcarrier complete suspension as a function of the operating
parameters (density of fluids and particles, viscosity, particle
diameter and type). For that, a new protocol was first proposed
to experimentally determine Nc for a given orbital shaking
diameter. It was based on visual observations of blue-stained
particle suspension obtained for 220 mixing conditions, changing
flask design (Erlenmeyer flask or cylindrical flask) and size, liquid
volume VL, orbital shaking diameter d0, liquid viscosity μL and
density ρL, particle type, density ρP and diameter dP. Most of the
operating conditions were characteristic of animal cell culture at
the laboratory scale. Some additional conditions were also con-
sidered to test the robustness of the model, for example by
considering other solid particles than the microcarriers used for
cell culture. Secondly, a dimensional analysis based on the knowl-
edge of the physical mechanisms involved was performed, leading
to a correlation relating a Froude number (in which the critical
agitation rate Nc for particle complete suspension was embedded)
to four other dimensionless numbers (including the ratio between
the orbital shaken diameter and the flask diameter). Then, the
critical agitation rates reported in this paper were analyzed and
discussed with respect to the data available in the literature on the
flow structure occurring inside the flask. At last, our results were
used to identify the agitation conditions that promoted micro-
carriers suspension at a minimized power dissipation per unit of
volume.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Shaken flasks and shaker
A bench top shaker Kühner LT-X placed in a temperature and
CO2 partial pressure controlled incubator was used (Kühner, Basel,
Switzerland). The orbital shaking diameter d0 was chosen equal to
1.25, 2.5 and 5 cm. Precisions of agitation rate and temperature
measurements were 70.1 rpm and 70.3 1C respectively. Two
geometries and various scales of shaken flasks were used. The
first shape was widespread Erlenmeyer flask with a maximum
liquid working volume VT of 125, 250, 500, 1000 mL (Corning, USA)
and 5000 mL (Duran, Germany). These systems have convex
bottoms (Fig. 1). The second one consisted of glass straight
cylindrical vessel with inner diameters of 2.4, 3.8, 4.5, 5.5,
8.7 and 11.5 cm. A schematic representation and detailed dimen-
sions of Erlenmeyer flasks are given in Fig. 1 and in Table 1.
From Table 1, it can be observed that a degree of homothety
existed between the Erlenmeyer flasks of different sizes. In
particular, the following ratio was conserved whatever the flasks:
h1
d
¼ 1:1770:07 ð2Þ
The other ratios (h2=d; h3=d; d1=d and d2=d), were not con-
served from one flask to another:
0:42o
d1
d
o0:58; 0:06o
h2
d
o0:17;
0:05o
h3
d
o0:11; 0:52o
d2
d
o0:65 ð3Þ
2.2. Fluids and liquid volume characterization
The fluid used in the present study was water either at 20 1C
(μL ¼ 1 mPa s, ρL ¼ 1000 kg m
$3) or at 37 1C (μL ¼ 0:7 mPa s,
ρL ¼ 993 kg m
$3) with similar density and viscosity to cell culture
media. To get further insight in suspension mechanisms, the
viscosity of the liquid was also increased by using aqueous
solutions of CarboxyMethylCellulose (CMC, Fluka 21902) at a
volume fraction of 1% (T¼37 1C, ρL ¼ 999 kg m
$3, μL ¼ 20 mPa s)
and 0.3% (T¼37 1C, ρL ¼ 999 kg m
$3, μL ¼ 6:5 mPa s). Despite, in
most cases, CMC solutions are expected to be non-newtonian
(Ghnimi et al., 2008), the newtonian flow behavior of our CMC
solutions was confirmed using rheological measurements on a
double-Couette rheometer from TA instruments (New Castel, USA)
(Fig. 2). It was also previously observed at the same concentrations
by Pedersen et al. (1993). The range of shear rates is in agreement
with the values obtained by Computational Fluid Dynamics
numerical simulations of liquid flow in unbaffled shaken flasks
by Mehmood et al. (2010).
Due to the facts that liquid volumes are practically and
classically used during set-up of animal cell cultures in shaken
flasks and that the determination of liquid height is more difficult
than liquid volume (convexity of Erlenmeyer flask bottoms), VL has
been chosen as the parameter characterizing the liquid phase
domain for the dimensional analysis. For each Erlenmeyer flask,
different liquid volumes VL were thus tested and associated with
different filling ratios of liquid, α, defined as α¼ VL=VT , which
varied between 0.08 and 0.8. In cylindrical flasks, the definition of
total volume VT is meaningless imposing rather the use of liquid
height at rest hL in the dimensional analysis. Indeed, as in classical
agitated bioreactors, some authors (for instance Weheliye et al.,
2013) measured the liquid height hL instead of VL, in shaken systems.
In our opinion, the measurement of liquid volume is more precise
than liquid height, especially in bench top culture systems. To make
easier the comparison of our results with literature data, liquid
heights at rest were also measured for each filling rate in Erlenmeyer
flasks and ratios hL=d calculated (Table 2). In cylindrical flasks, hL=d
varied from 0.2 to 0.7.
2.3. Characteristics of the particles
The particles used in the present study were either particles
that are commonly used as animal cell microcarriers such as
Cytodex-1 (GE Healthcare), Cytopore 2 (GE Healthcare) or
Hillex (SoloHill), or not, such as Sephadex G10 and G25 (GE
Healthcare), which were used to test the robustness of the model.
Cytodex 1 are dextran beads with positive-charged DEAE groups
throughout matrix. They are qualified of microporous. Molecules
up to 100 000 molecular weight can enter these carriers, but the
pores are not available for cells. Cytopore 2 are composed of cross-
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of Erlenmeyer flask.
Table 1
Dimensions of Erlenmeyer flasks.
Maximum liquid working volume VT (mL)
125 250 500 1000 5000
d (cm) 6.6 8.3 10.1 12.8 22
d1 (cm) 3.1 4.8 5.2 5.4 10.3
d2 (cm) 4.2 4.9 6.6 6.6 14.4
h1 (cm) 7.4 9.2 12.8 15.0 27.3
h2 (cm) 0.4 1.1 1.5 2.2 1.7
h3 (cm) 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 2.0
Fig. 2. Rheograms of medium-viscosity CMC solutions at a concentration of 0.3 ð⋄Þ
and 1% ð○Þ.
Table 2
Values of the ratio hL=d for each filling ratio α for experiments in Erlenmeyer
shaken flasks.
α ð%Þ Flask maximum working volume VT (mL)
125 250 500 1000 5000
8 0.173 0.120 0.114 0.142 0.137
16 0.198 0.168 0.169 0.187 0.180
20 0.213 0.192 0.197 0.211 0.203
24 0.230 0.217 0.227 0.237 0.228
32 0.270 0.269 0.289 0.292 0.280
40 0.319 0.324 0.355 0.352 0.337
48 0.376 0.381 0.425 0.417 0.400
56 0.441 0.441 0.498 0.487 0.466
64 0.514 0.504 0.575 0.562 0.538
72 0.595 0.568 0.656 0.642 0.615
80 0.684 0.636 0.740 0.727 0.696
linked cellulose with positive DEAE charges groups. With a pore
size averaging 30 μm, their porosity is more than 90%. Like
Cytodex 1, their surface is microporous to facilitate the cell
adhesion, but their pores allow the entry of cells and protect them
from shear forces. Hillex microcarriers are composed of polystyr-
ene modified with a cationic amine which improves cell attraction.
Solid and smooth construction prevents absorption of toxic
byproducts. Sephadex are gel filtration media prepared by cross-
linking dextran with epichlorohydrin. Different types of Sephadex
differ in their degree of cross-linking and hence in their degree of
swelling and their molecular fractionation range, from G-10 for
small molecules to G-75 for larger molecules. For example the
fractionation range of globular proteins is lower than 700 Da for
Sephadex G-10 and between 1000 and 5000 Da for Sephadex G-
25. As claimed by the supplier, the beads behave as rigid spheres
obeying Darcy's Law. Pores are not available for cells.
For each of these particles, the hydrated mean Sauter diameter
dp were measured on 9 samples using laser diffraction technique
(Mastersizer, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK) and standard devia-
tions of particle size distributions were calculated. Diffraction data
were collected and post-treated using a dedicated software (Mas-
tersize, version 2.17). Particle density ρp was obtained from
supplier data. Densities, mean diameters and surface properties
of the particles are given in Table 3.
Thus, these particles exhibited a wide range of diameters,
densities and structure properties but remained similar to cell
culture microcarriers. The volume fraction of wet particles, defined
as the ratio of wet particle total volume to liquid volume
ϕ¼ VP=VL, varied from 0.02 to 0.4 .
2.4. Experimental measurement of critical agitation rate for particle
complete suspension
The method developed for measuring the critical agitation rate
for particle complete suspension was based on a colorimetric
technique. Side-view pictures from particle suspension and visual
determination were used to identify critical agitation rate Nc, at a
given d0, by using a camera fixed on the orbital shaker using a
clamp-like apparatus. To get enough image contrast between solid
and liquid phases, wet particles were stained during 12 h using
Trypan Blue and rinsed with fresh water. To determine Nc,
agitation rate was first set to a low value for which particles
remained settled on the bottom of the flask. Then, agitation rate
was increased till Nc for which particles suspension was observed.
Note that the homogeneous particle suspension was not consid-
ered in the present study: only the complete suspension state was
investigated. An example of image acquisition, provided in Fig. 3,
shows the impact of an increase in agitation rate on Cytodex-1
suspension in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask. To determine particle
suspension, a 1 rpm step was applied to the shaker and N was
maintained constant during 20 s approximately. The same proce-
dure was repeated till complete suspension of particles was
observed (Fig. 3D). Depending on the operating conditions, parti-
cle suspension suddenly moves from a completely settled state to
a complete suspension state or exhibited an intermediate state
characterized by a particles gathering in the centre of the flask
(Fig. 3B and C) before complete suspension. Whatever the case, the
transition from settled to completely suspended particles occurred
within a few rpm, allowing an excellent precision for Nc
determination.
3. Results
3.1. Establishment of the dimensionless correlation in Erlenmeyer
flasks as a function of the filling ratio α¼ VL=VT
As filling ratio is more adapted to Erlenmeyer flasks, the
dimensional analysis methodology was first described in this case.
The establishment of the dimensionless correlation based on hL=d
ratio for both cylindrical and Erlenmeyer flasks is proposed in
Section 3.2.
The implementation of the dimensional analysis and the
establishment of the dimensionless correlation consisted in three
steps: (i) list of the physical quantities influencing the target
variable Nc, (ii) establishment of the complete set of dimensionless
numbers and (iii) determination of the process relationship linking
Nc to the other dimensionless numbers.
3.1.1. List of the physical quantities influencing the target variable
The critical agitation rate for complete suspension, NC, was
chosen as target variable for dimensional analysis. As a first step,
the physical quantities influencing Nc in Erlenmeyer flasks should
be listed, verifying that these quantities were independent on one
another. They could be then classified as follows:
1. The geometric parameters characterizing:
! the shaker: this was the orbital diameter d0,
! the flask: they corresponded to the liquid filling ratio α, to
the characteristic diameter of the Erlenmeyer flask d (see
Fig. 1) and to other geometrical parameters, noted fpgeog
with fpgeog ¼ fd1; d2;h1;h2;h3g.
2. The material parameters related to the liquid phase (ρL, μL) and
to the particles (ρp, dp, particle volume fraction ϕ).
3. The gravity acceleration g.
Finally, the initial list of the physical quantities influencing the
critical agitation rate for complete suspension in shaken flasks was
Nc ¼ f ðd0; α; d; ρL; μL; ρp;dp;ϕ; g; fpgeogÞ: ð4Þ
3.1.2. Establishment of the complete set of dimensionless numbers
Fifteen parameters, which depended on three fundamental
dimensions (mass – M, length – L and time – T), were involved
in Eq. (4). They could be reduced, according to the Vachy–
Buckingham theorem, to a relationship between ð15$3Þ ¼ 12
dimensionless numbers. Among them, three (equal to the number
of fundamental dimensions) physical quantities (ρL, g and d)
should be chosen as individual physical quantities (or as basis)
to form the core matrix of the dimensional matrix, while the other
ones would constitute the residual matrix (Table 4). This choice
would of course impact the set of dimensionless numbers
Table 3
Characteristics of the hydrated particles.
Particle Cytodex-1 Cytopore-2 Hillex Sephadex G10 Sephadex G25
Density (kg m$3) 1030 1030 1100 1242 1093
Mean diameter ðμmÞ 2607120 306798 145740 86.5724 79732
Surface quality Rough Porous Smooth Porous Porous
Porosity Low (MW cut-off o100 000) High ðpore size¼ 30 μmÞ No Low (MW cut-off o700) Low (MW cut-off o1000–5000)
obtained, but Szirtes (2007) demonstrated that the sets associated
with the different possible basis are equivalent from one to each
other, as one set can be transformed into another one by matrix
transformations. In Table 4, the columns were assigned to the
individual physical quantities and the rows to the exponents
related to their expression as a power product of the fundamental
dimensions.
When transforming the core matrix into a unit matrix, a new
residual matrix whose exponents were used to construct the
dimensionless numbers was obtained (Table 5).
From the new residual matrix reported in Table 5, the following
dimensionless ratios were constructed:
π1 ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p
 !
¼ Frc; π2 ¼
d0
d
) *
; π3 ¼ α;
π4 ¼
μL
ρL # g
0:5 # d1:5
 !
¼ μn; π5 ¼
ρp
ρL
) *
¼ ρn
π6 ¼
dp
d
) *
; π7 ¼ ϕ; πgeo
+ ,
ð5Þ
Thus, the dimensional analysis stated that the critical Froude
number, Frc , in which the critical agitation rate Nc for particle
complete suspension in flasks was embedded, was potentially
affected by a minimum of 7 dimensionless numbers, describing
respectively the effect of orbital shaking diameter (π2), liquid
filling ratio (π3), liquid viscosity ðπ4 ¼ μ
nÞ, particle density
ðπ5 ¼ ρ
nÞ, particle diameter (π6), volume fraction of particles
ðπ7 ¼ ϕÞ and geometrical characteristics of the flasks {πgeo}.
3.1.3. Determination of the process relationship predicting NC
Having no mechanistic indication on the mathematical form of
the relationship linking Frc to the other dimensionless numbers,
the simplest monomial form was looked for
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p ¼ A # d0
d
) *a1
# ðαÞa2 # μn
! "a3 # ρn! "a4 # dp
d
) *a5
# ðϕÞa6 #∏
j
π
aj
geo;j ð6Þ
Fig. 3. The different steps leading to the complete suspension of Cytodex-1 microcarriers in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask. Operating conditions are VL¼120 mL, d0¼2.5 cm,
and agitation rate: (A) N¼110 rpm, (B) N¼114 rpm, (C) N¼116 rpm, and (D) N¼120 rpm. Complete suspension was observed for Nc¼120 rpm.
Table 4
Dimensional matrix of the physical quantities influencing Nc.
Residual matrix Core matrix
Nc d0 α μL ρp dp ϕ pgeo
n o
g ρL d
Mass (M) 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Length (L) 0 1 0 $1 $3 1 0 1 1 $3 1
Time (T) $1 0 0 $1 0 0 0 0 $2 0 0
Table 5
New dimensional matrix obtained after transforming the core matrix into a unit
matrix.
Residual matrix Core matrix
Nc d0 α μL ρp dp ϕ pgeo
n o
g ρL d
0.5 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
$0.5 1 0 1.5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
where
∏
j
π
aj
geo;j ¼
d1
d
) *a7
#
d2
d
) *a8
#
h1
d
) *a9
#
h2
d
) *a10
#
h3
d
) *a11
ð7Þ
In Eq. (6), A was a constant and a1, a2,…, a11 were the
exponents to which the dimensionless numbers were raised to.
An optimization algorithm (non-linear GRC, Excel, Microsoft) was
used to identify the constant and the different exponents of the
preceding model by minimizing the following criterion for the Nexp
experiments:
β¼
1
Nexp
∑
Nexp
i ¼ 1
Frexpc;i $Fr
mod
c;i
Frexpc;i
/////
///// ð8Þ
Frexpc;i and Fr
mod
c;i were the experimental and modeled values of Frc
for experiment i respectively and Nexp is the number of experi-
ments. To simplify the optimization algorithm, it has been chosen
to directly include the influence of the geometrical dimensionless
numbers into the initial constant of the monomial form, leading to
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p ¼ Aef # d0d
) *a1
# ðαÞa2 # ðμnÞa3 # ρn
! "a4 # dp
d
) *a5
# ðϕÞa6 ð9Þ
with
Aef ¼ A #
d1
d
) *a7
#
d2
d
) *a8
#
h1
d
) *a9
#
h2
d
) *a10
#
h3
d
) *a11
ð10Þ
Using experimental data obtained with Erlenmeyer flasks, the
identification of the parameters led to model I (Eq. (11)) for the
prediction of the critical Froude number Frc with a relative error of
4.2% (Fig. 4):
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p ¼ 0:105 # d0
d
) *$0:25
# ðαÞ0:42 # μn
! "0:01
# ρn
! "0:87
#
dp
d
) *$0:09
# ðϕÞ0:002
ð11Þ
Noticing that, in Eq. (11), the exponents on dimensionless
viscosity and volume particle fraction were low in comparison
with the other exponents, the reduction of model I was then
successfully tested by removing these two dimensionless numbers
(model II, Eq. (12)) with a relative error of 4.2% (Fig. 5):
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p ¼ 0:105 # d0
d
) *$0:25
# ðαÞ0:42 # ρn
! "1:0
#
dp
d
) *$0:07
ð12Þ
It can be noticed that the constants and the exponents of
Eqs. (11) and (12) were very similar, which indicated that no
physical information was lost when reducing Eq. (11).
For both models I and II, the ranges of operating conditions on
which the models were proven valid in Erlenmeyer flasks were the
following: 3:21) 10$6oμno4:96) 10$4; 1:01oρno1:24;
6:62) 10$4odp=do5:56) 10
$3; 0:02oϕo0:4; 0:05oαo0:8;
0:058od0=do0:91; 0:42od1=do0:58; 0:52od2=do0:65; 1:1o
h1=do1:24; 0:06oh2=do0:17; 0:05oh3=do0:11; 0:067oFrc
o0:27.
Noticing that, by definition, FrcpNc # d
0:5 and that Frcp
d0=d
! "$0:25
# dp=d
! "$0:075
(Eq. (12)), the scaling law of critical
agitation rate for the complete suspension of given microcarriers,
with respect to d0 and d, would thus be in Erlenmeyer flasks:
Ncpd
$0:25
0 # d
$0:18
: ð13Þ
3.2. Establishment of the dimensionless correlation in Erlenmeyer
and cylindrical shaken flasks as a function of the hL=d ratio
As previously exposed, it is possible to substitute the filling
ratio α by the dimensionless liquid height hL=d
! "
in Eqs. (11)
and (12) using the data of Table 2 and the data related to
cylindrical vessels.
Fig. 4. Comparison of predicted (model I, Eq. (11)) and experimental critical Froude
numbers Frc for experiments in shaken Erlenmeyer flasks.
Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted (model II, Eq. (12)) and experimental critical
Froude numbers Frc for experiments in shaken Erlenmeyer flasks.
Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted (model III, Eq. (14)) and experimental critical
Froude numbers Frc for experiments in shaken Erlenmeyer ð⋄Þ and cylindrical ð■Þ
flasks.
New data fitting led to Eq. (14) (model III) for both cylindrical
and Erlenmeyer flasks (Fig. 6):
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p ¼ A # d0
d
) *$0:25
#
hL
d
) *0:49
# ρn
! "1:0
#
dp
d
) *$0:07
ð14Þ
The values of constant A and of relative error of model III were 0.12
and 5.7% for Erlenmeyer flasks and 1.39 and 10.2% for cylindrical
flasks. Eq. (14) thus provides an equivalent scaling law to Eq. (13)
despite a slight difference between the value of the exponent of
hL=d and α in these equations.
4. Discussion
4.1. Influence of operating parameters on Frc
Up to now, microcarrier suspension in shaken bioreactors was
not studied in the literature. That is the reason why dimensional
analysis, which is known as a robust tool for the description of
complex phenomena, has been used in the present work. Our
results demonstrated that the dimensionless numbers defining the
flask geometry, the dimensionless viscosity and the particle
volume fraction had small influence on the critical Froude number.
As a consequence, particle suspension could be precisely charac-
terized using a set of only 5 dimensionless numbers (Frc , d0=d; ρ
n;
dp=d; α or hL=d).
The impact of particle concentration on Frc was shown to be
very low for the volume fraction of particles considered ðϕo0:4Þ;
a similar trend is generally observed in mechanically stirred
systems. When particles were not completely suspended, higher
local concentrations of particles in the region of flask bottom could
increase the apparent viscosity of the liquid. However, Eq. (11)
revealed that an increase of liquid viscosity did not impact the
critical agitation rate for particle complete suspension. To further
discuss this low effect of liquid viscosity on particle suspension,
the flow regime inside the flask for the range of operating
conditions studied was determined. In the case of shaken flasks,
Peter et al. (2006) proposed a criterion based on a flask Reynolds
number defined as
Re¼
N # d2
νL
ð15Þ
For Re460 000, flow regime was suggested to be turbulent
whereas for lower values, flow was supposed laminar. The defini-
tion of this Reynolds number is nevertheless questionable, due to
the choice of the characteristic linear velocity N # d which has an
incomplete physical meaning for orbital shaken bioreactors. In
classical stirred tank reactors, the characteristic linear velocity N #
D (where D is the impeller diameter), which is proportional to the
impeller tip speed ðπ # N # DÞ, is generally used. Indeed, such a
choice corresponds to the maximum linear velocity that an
element of fluid could reach in the reactor. Based on this observa-
tion, Delaplace et al. (2007) defined, for planetary mixers, a
characteristic linear velocity whose analytical expression (deduced
from the instantaneous kinematics of a point located at the end of
the tip) integrated the combination of both rotation and gyration
movements of the mixer. These authors then used this consistent
linear velocity to define the Reynolds number. Thus, in our case,
the velocity N # d0ð Þ should rather be used in the definition of the
Reynolds number, as suggested by Kato et al. (1996).
Using Eq. (15) anyway, the Reynolds numbers remained lower
than 50 000 for all of our experiments, which would indicate a
non-fully turbulent regime. Thus, the low impact of liquid viscosity
on the critical agitation rate for particle suspension could not be
due to the occurrence of a fully turbulent flow inside the flasks, as
generally admitted in conventional mechanically stirred vessels.
Nevertheless, in our opinion, such considerations should be taken
with caution.
The interactions between particles and flask walls, described by
the dimensionless ratio dp=d remained weak, as indicated by the
low fitted values of the exponent ($0.07). Similarly to mechani-
cally stirred reactors, the major contribution of particles on the
critical agitation rate came from the ratio of particle to liquid
densities and from the filling ratio (α or hL=d) which impacted the
relative effect of gravity and buoyancy forces.
4.2. Particle suspension and shaken flask hydrodynamics
In a general point of view, particle suspension should be linked
to liquid velocity fields, especially at the critical agitation rate.
Indeed, using Particle Image Velocity measurements, Collignon
et al. (2010) revealed that, at the particle complete suspension, the
velocity fields obtained using various impeller designs in a mixing
vessel were very similar. Recently, Weheliye et al. (2013) provided
a thorough characterization of the flow and mixing dynamics in a
cylindrical shaken bioreactor thanks to phase-resolved PIV mea-
surements. In particular, they showed that the transport phenom-
ena were controlled by the occurrence of either two counter
rotating vortices or a vertical vortex rotating around the flask axis.
In the first case, which corresponded to the in-phase flow regime,
these authors demonstrated that two counter-rotating vortices
took source near the free surface, progressively reached the flask
bottom and disappear when increasing the agitation rate. The free
surface shape remained mainly two-dimensional. In the second
case, occurring for higher rotation rates, the so-called out-of-phase
regime appeared, characterized by a phase delay between the
interface orientation and the shaker table position. A vortex with a
vertical axis was then formed on the side of the bioreactor
opposite to the highest side of the free surface (Weheliye et al.,
2013).
From these observations, the same authors established a
scaling law predicting the transitional agitation rate from the in-
phase to the out-of-phase regimes. It was based on the analysis of
the free surface motion (the driving mechanism in a shaken
bioreactor) and, in particular, the maximum inclination and
dimensionless wave amplitude of the free surface. Depending on
the dimensionless fluid height hL=d, this scaling law was differ-
ently expressed.
! If hL=do d0=d
! "0:5
, Weheliye et al. (2013) showed that the
Froude number Fra related to the regime transition depends
on the ratio hL=d and on the orbital to flask diameters ratio
d0=d, such as
Fra ¼
2 π # Nð Þ2 # d0
g
¼
1
a0
) *
#
hL
d
) *
#
d0
d
) *0:5
ð16Þ
where a0 was given equal to 1.4 for water at 20 1C. In this case,
the two counter-rotating vortices were found to effectively
reach the flask bottom. It is interesting to observe that
these three ratios were comparable to the ones established in
Model II (Eq. (12)) when considering only the liquid phase
characteristics.
! If hL=d4 d0=d
! "0:5
, Weheliye et al. (2013) showed that the
scaling law involved only the Froude number Frr:
Frr ¼
2 π # Nð Þ2 # d
g
¼
1
a0
) *
ð17Þ
From a fluid mechanics point of view, it is relevant to suppose
that particle suspension should efficiently took place at the
transition between these two regimes, especially when the two
counter-rotating vortices reached the bioreactor bottom. For this
reason, we have compared our experimental agitation rates for
particle complete suspension to the transition agitation rate
predicted by Eqs. (16) or (17). We should keep in mind that
Weheliye et al. (2013) performed their experiments in cylindrical
shaken bioreactors only, and not in shaken Erlenmeyer flasks. This
comparison was reported in Fig. 7 for Cytodex-1 microcarrier.
A good agreement was obtained when Eq. (16) was used, even for
the operating conditions corresponding to hL=d4 ðd0=dÞ
0:5. This
comparison remained satisfactory when applied to our experi-
ments in cylindrical flasks (Fig. 7).
This was confirmed by considering the critical Froude number
defined in Eq. (5) which could be related to the axial Froude
number defined in Eq. (16), such as
Frc ¼
Ncffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=d
p pFr0:5a d0d
) *$0:5
ð18Þ
By introducing Eq. (16) in Eq. (18), we obtained
Frcp
hL
d
) *
#
d0
d
) *0:5" #0:5
#
d0
d
) *$0:5
¼
hL
d
) *0:5
#
d0
d
) *$0:25
ð19Þ
As previously shown (Eq. (14)), the dimensional analysis has
predicted
Frcp
hL
d
) *0:49
#
d0
d
) *$0:25
ð20Þ
An excellent agreement was thus observed between our model
(Eq. (12)) and the scaling law proposed by Weheliye et al. (2013)
for regime transition (Eq. (16)). These results would suggest that
the mechanisms controlling the complete suspension of particles
in shaken flasks were related to regime transition and, especially,
to the occurrence of the two counter-rotating vortices reaching the
flask bottom.
4.3. Suspending particles at lower power dissipation per unit of
volume
When suspended in bioreactors, microcarriers and the cells
adhered on their surface are subjected to hydrodynamic stresses
arising from cell-turbulence interactions or collisions between
microcarriers (Cherry and Papoutsakis, 1988). The consequences
are cell damage on the microcarriers or cell detachment that can
lead to a rapid cell lysis and, consequently, to a decrease of process
productivity. In a fully turbulent flow, a commonly used theory
states that cell damage mainly occurs when the Kolmogorov
length scale becomes lower than the microcarrier characteristic
size. This length scale is directly related to the turbulent dissipa-
tion rate ε. Considering a mean value for the Kolmogorov scale in
the mixing vessel lK
0 1
, the power dissipation per unit of volume
P/V can be related to the mean value of the turbulent dissipation
rate 〈ε〉¼ P= ρLVL
! "
and thus to lK
0 1
:
lK
0 1
¼
ν3L
〈ε〉
) *0:25
ð21Þ
However, the physical meaning of this theory is still discussed
(Nienow, 2006). Moreover, as mentioned earlier, when basing on
the definition of the Reynolds number given in Eq. (15), the flow
encountered during our experiments would be not fully turbulent.
If this is confirmed, it would limit even more the relevancy of the
preceding Kolmogorov theory in the present study performed in
shaken flask.
That is why a criterion based on the minimization of the power
dissipation per unit of volume at the complete suspension state
appears at present as the best strategy for the scale-up of
microcarrier-based culture processes (Nienow, 2006). In unbaffled
Erlenmeyer flasks, power dissipation was provided by Büchs et al.
(2000):
Ne0 ¼ 70 # Re$1þ25 # Re$0:6þ1:5 # Re$0:2 ð22Þ
with the modified Newton and Reynolds numbers defined by
Ne0 ¼
P
ρL # N
3 # d4 # V
1=3
L
; Re¼
ρL # N # d
2
μL
ð23Þ
Thus, in Erlenmeyer flasks, the power dissipation per unit of
volume did not depend on the orbital diameter d0. This was not
the case in cylindrical vessels as shown by a recent study in which
a relationship was proposed to predict the power dissipation in
cylindrical vessels shaken by an orbital motion (Klöckner et al.,
2012):
Ne¼ 9 # Re$0:17 #
VL
d3
) *0:44
#
N2 # d0
g
 !0:42
ð24Þ
with the Newton and Reynolds numbers defined by
Ne¼
P
ρL # N
3 # d5
; Re¼
ρL # N # d
2
μL
ð25Þ
Eq. (24) was proven to be valid for 2400oReo250 000, 0:004o
ðN2 # d0Þ=go0:12, 0:085oVL=d
3
o0:5 and when liquid motion
was induced in the cylindrical flask, i.e. for mixing conditions with
Fra40:28 # VL=d
3
2 3
# d0=d
! "
. This latter condition, and especially the
value of the constant 0.28, was verified for vessel sizes between 10
and 2000 L, which were significantly bigger than the volumes tested
in the present study. However, the values of Reynolds numbers, axial
Froude and ratio VL=d
3 calculated for our experiments in cylindrical
flasks were in the validity range of Eq. (24).
The calculations of power dissipation per unit of volume in
shaken flasks by using Eq. (22) revealed that power dissipation
was slightly correlated with the critical Froude number (Fig. 8).
Thus, a reduction of power dissipation to reach particle suspension
could be achieved by reducing Froude number. That means that
the use of large orbital shaking diameter is beneficial to the
minimization of the power dissipation required for particle com-
plete suspension. Furthermore, the impact of flask size on power
dissipation at a given Froude number was not sensible, thus
Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental critical agitation rates in shaken Erlenmeyer
flasks (this work) with agitation rates characteristic of flow regime transitions in
shaken cylinders (Weheliye et al., 2013). (♢) hL=do d0=d
! "0:5
and Eq. (16); (▵)
hL=d4 d0=d
! "0:5
and Eq. (16); ð□Þ hL=d4 d0=d
! "0:5
and Eq. (17). Comparison
between experiments in cylindrical flasks and predictions of Eq. (16) are also given
() ). Experimental data of Nc was here restricted to Cytodex-1 microcarriers
suspension.
indicating a good scalability of power dissipation per unit of
volume required for particle suspension, when vessel size
increases. Using the 5 cm orbital diameter, the range of power
dissipation calculated in Erlenmeyer flasks remained similar to the
values generally encountered in mechanically stirred bioreactors,
around 20 Wm$3 (Nienow, 2006). It is worthwhile noticing that
the use of cylindrical vessels promoted lower dissipations per unit
of volume, around 10 Wm$3 at the critical agitation conditions,
suggesting that this vessel geometry should be preferentially
chosen for microcarrier cell culture. These values were close to
the ones reported at the complete suspension state in mechani-
cally stirred bioreactors: Ibrahim and Nienow (2004) measured a
power dissipation of approximately 1 Wm$3 for a 451 pitched
blade turbine and a Chemineer HE-3 hydrofoil while Collignon
et al. (2010) reported values of 0.3 Wm$3 and 1.8 W m$3 for ear-
elephant and A315 impellers respectively.
However, an important difference between stirred and shaken
bioreactors may arise from the flow regime expected in the vessel.
Indeed, the flow regime encountered may impact the heterogeneity
of the hydromechanical stresses inside the bioreactor and thus the
validity of the use of a global power dissipation per unit of volume P/
V as a valuable criterion to predict possible hydrodynamic damage of
microcarriers. In unbaffled Erlenmeyer shaken flask, Peter et al.
(2006) showed that in the laminar/transition regime ðReo60 000Þ,
it could be assumed that the maximum value of dissipation rate was
similar to the mean value εmax , 〈ε〉. Conversely, in mechanically
stirred bioreactors operating at the fully turbulent flow regime at the
complete suspension state, a ten-fold increase of turbulent dissipa-
tion rate could be expected in the impeller region, for example for
pitched-blade turbines (Gabriele et al., 2009). Finally, unbaffled
shaken bioreactors could be valuable systems for suspending micro-
carriers at low hydromechanical stress levels.
5. Conclusion
Shaken flasks are widely used in animal cell culture, especially at
the laboratory scale. While these systems have been intensively
characterized in terms of power dissipation, oxygen mass transfer
and mixing times, no data concerning particle suspension, and in
particularly microcarriers, could be found in the literature. To fill this
lack, our study proposed, on the basis of experiments and a
dimensional analysis, a relationship predicting the critical agitation
conditions required to ensure particle suspension in Erlenmeyer and
cylindrical shaken flasks, with an excellent accuracy. The present
work thus revealed that these critical conditions were mainly a
function of the particle to liquid densities ratio, the geometry ratio
d0=d, the flask filling ratio α and, to a lesser extent, of the particle to
flask diameter ratio. Moreover, using literature data, a link between
particle suspension and the transition from in-phase to out-of-phase
regime characterized by the occurrence of two counter-rotating
vortices reaching the flask bottom was suggested. Finally, shaken
and, especially, cylindrical flasks, could be valuable systems for cell
culture on microcarriers, as indicated by the levels of power
dissipation per unit of volume calculated at the critical agitation
rate required for particle complete suspension. Future work is
provided to build a physical model characterizing flask hydrody-
namics at complete particle suspension, for example by performing
numerical simulations of the liquid–solid flow encountered.
Nomenclature
ai ði¼ 1…11Þ model constants (dimensionless)
α filling ratio (dimensionless)
β optimization criterion (dimensionless)
d maximal flask diameter (Fig. 1) (m)
dp mean particle diameter (m)
d0 orbital shaking diameter (m)
d1 flask dimension (Fig. 1) (m)
d2 flask dimension (Fig. 1) (m)
D impeller diameter (m)
ε turbulent dissipation rate (m2 s$3)
Fra axial Froude number (Eq. (16)) (dimensionless)
Frc critical Froude number for microcarrier complete
suspension (Eq. (5)) (dimensionless)
Frr radial Froude number (Eq. (17)) (dimensionless)
g gravity constant (m s$2)
h1 flask dimension (Fig. 1) (m)
h2 flask dimension (Fig. 1) (m)
h3 flask dimension (Fig. 1) (m)
hL liquid height at rest (m)
hT liquid height at maximum working volume (m)
lK Kolmogorov scale (m)
μL dynamic liquid viscosity (Pa s)
μn dimensionless viscosity (dimensionless)
N agitation rate (s$1)
Nc critical agitation rate for particle complete
suspension (s$1)
Nexp number of experiments (dimensionless)
Ne Newton number (dimensionless)
Ne0 modified Newton number (dimensionless)
νL kinematic liquid viscosity(m
2 s$1)
P power dissipation (W)
πi ði¼ 1…7Þ dimensionless numbers (dimensionless)
P=V power dissipation per unit of volume (Wm$3)
ϕ volume fraction of particles (dimensionless)
Re Reynolds number (dimensionless)
ρn dimensionless density (dimensionless)
ρL liquid density (kg m
$3)
ρp particle density (kg m
$3)
S Zwietering constant (Eq. (1)) (dimensionless)
T temperature (K)
VL liquid volume (m
3)
VT maximum liquid working volume (m
3)
VP particle total volume (m
3)
X mass concentration of particles (kg m$3)
Fig. 8. Predictions of power dissipation per unit of volume in shaken Erlenmeyer
flasks and cylinders in function of the experimental critical Froude number using
Eqs. (22) and (24) respectively. Experiments with microcarriers (Cytodex-1, Hillex,
Cytopore-2). Shaken flasks (♢) VT¼125 mL, ð□Þ VT¼250 mL, (▵) VT¼500 mL, () )
VT¼1000 mL, (○) VT¼5000 mL. Cylindrical vessel (þ).
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